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Lecture One 

How do you convince someone with the power to get you published that you're worth 

their valuable time? 

Give them the High Concept, a description of the situation from which the story 

develops. 

The high concept is the overall premise combined with tried and true marketing hooks to 

create an intriguing blurb. 

Here's the teaser I used in my cover letter for RED SHOES & A DIARY: "Red Shoes and 

a Diary is a story of seduction and redemption, in which a pair of cherry sandals and a 

book of sexual fantasies lead to uninhibited passion, unexpected danger and everlasting 

love." 

I told what the story is about- seduction and redemption. I gave some hooks- sexual 

fantasies and unexpected danger. Lastly I included several buzz words- seduction, sexual, 

fantasies, passion and love. 

Here's my second teaser, the one I put on business cards: "Meghan Foster wants a wildly 

passionate affair, like the ones she writes about in her diary. Alex Worth is the kind of 

guy fantasies are created for. But the ideal man isn't always what he seems. Especially 

when he's using her own imagination to seduce her!" 

Again, this has hooks- an affair, diary of fantasies- and some buzzwords- wildly, 

passionate, fantasies, seduce. In this teaser you find out a little more- Meghan wants a 

fling, Alex is a stud- but I also raised some questions- what is Alex's secret and how did 

he get hold of her diary? 

ASSIGNMENT ONE: Take a look at your wip or a completed novel you want to sell 

and come up with _at least_ two hooks and four buzzwords. 

Next, we'll talk about the elements that go into a blurb. 

Lecture Two 
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Let's look at the elements that need to be included in a blurb, which is a combination 

teaser and story summary. Think of this as your power paragraph. Every word has to be 

carefully chosen to make the best impact. 

1. The premise or setup is the situation at the opening of the story. Some sample 

premises: offer of job promotion, discovery of dead body, hint about a family 

secret, unexpected pregnancy, imminent revelation of a lie, a threat or assault. 

2. The characters need to be briefly introduced by means of their occupation and 

goal. Some examples from my own work: Paralegal Meghan Foster wants to have 

an affair. Advertising Executive Sheris Smith must save the failing agency. Image 

Consultant Jordan Gregory needs a fake fiancé. 

3. Hooks and buzzwords are phrases that stand for a concept as well as the actual 

meaning. Some familiar hooks: marriage of convenience, fake engagement, secret 

baby, best friends to lovers, Cinderella, mistaken identity. Some common 

buzzwords: sheik, cowboy, baby, single dad/ mom, bride, wedding, reunion, 

affair, revenge, danger, murder, deal/ agreement.  

4. You won't have time or room for a detailed explanation of what is keeping the 

characters from reaching their goals or falling in love, but there should be a hint 

of conflict in your blurb. An example from my RED SHOES blurb: 

"Alex is more than happy to take Meghan to his bed, but into his heart is another 

matter. Hot on the trail of a money launderer, his mission comes first." 

ASSIGNMENT TWO: Create a first draft of your teaser. Leave out the backstory and 

only hit on the highlights- who are your people? What do they want? Why can't they have 

it? Try and include as many hooks and buzzwords as you can.  

POST THE TEASER TO THE LIST, but don't worry about making it perfect. And don't 

worry about how long it is. We'll work on that over the next few days. 

Assignment One Clarified: 

In lecture two, I said that The Premise or setup is the situation at the opening of the story 

and that Hooks and Buzzwords are phrases that stand for a concept as well as the actual 

meaning.  

To clarify, what I'm trying to get you to find in your stories is a PREMISE that can be 

translated into a MARKETING HOOK. I'm sorry for the confusion. What editors look 

for during appointments and in query letters is the Marketing Hook. 
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For example, you wrote a story about a mousy Plain Jane who wins a fabulous spa make-

over and her new look captures the attention of her boss (who she secretly has a crush on) 

so that he asks her to the company picnic.  

What is the story premise? What's the hook? What are the buzzwords? 

Answer: You wrote a Cinderella story 

Dawn is writing about a woman whose ex-husband stalks her and kidnaps her son. It's a 

Woman in Jeopardy story. 

Lyn is writing a Reunited Lovers story; Tamara is writing an Opposites Attract story. 

So here's the new assignment: Tell us what you story is about IN ONE  

SENTENCE and then try to come up with the hook. 

Here are some examples from my own work: 

A security specialist is stalked because of something she saw and turns to her P.I. boss for 

protection- Woman in Jeopardy 

A Police Chief has to get married before his thirtieth birthday and asks his best friend to 

help choose the bride- Best Friends to Lovers 

An image consultant trying to revive a boring relationship kidnaps the wrong man- Fake 

Fiancee/ Fake Engagement 

Lecture Three: 

Now that you have a blurb to work with, let's look at ways to refine it. 

1. Take the premise and make it a question: "Can a woman responsible for the death 

of a police officer find true love with an undercover cop?" (RED SHOES & A 

DIARY) 

2. Use mirror images and phrases, like `fiercely independent' and `over-protective' to 

convey conflict: Can a relationship begun in crisis end in love? When fiercely 

independent security expert Stephanie Madison goes on the run with over-
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protective investigator Emelio Sanchez, he has to guard his heart against Stevie's 

seductive charms. (BLACK LACE & A LETTER) 

3. Take a key idea and keep using it. In the above example, I used the words 

`security', `protective' and `guard'. 

4. Use rhyming to combine differing ideas, like ten DAY FIANCÉ and EIGHT 

DATE rule: Image Consultant Jordan Gregory needs a Ten Day Fiancé. Hostage 

Negotiator Danny Harlen has an Eight Date Rule. So they make a deal- sex `any 

time, any place, any way' in exchange for a fake engagement. But with their time 

together running out, can Danny and Jordan admit to wanting the real thing?" (9 

1/2 DAYS)  

5. Use repetition to both make a point and for rhythm. In the above example I used 

`any time', `any place' and `any way'. 

6. Use comparisons like `semi-virgin' and `celibate', as well as opposites, `bad' and 

`good', `day' and `night': "When Advertising Executive Sheris Smith gets trapped 

in an elevator, she vows not to die a semi-virgin. However her rescuer, Fire 

Fighter Logan McGuire, made a bet to remain celibate. He agrees to be her 

B.A.D. Boy for an ad campaign during the day, but at night he's oh so good." 

(SLOW BURN) 

7. Write your blurb so that it shows the tone of the book. In the above example, I 

tried to convey the light and sexy tone of SLOW BURN. In the BLACK LACE, 

however, I was trying for a darker tone. 

8. Use action words. Blurbs are the one area of writing where you want to tell 

instead of show because you want the most information in the fewest number of 

words.  

Assignment Four: Revise the first draft of your blurb to make it more concise then 

please post it to the list so that you can get input and suggestions from both me and the 

class. 

 


